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In this paper, we explore the sociolinguistic significance of research which treats security as a social 

and discursive practice, also bringing in otio s like e e , e iste tial th eat  a d e eptio al 
easu es .  We begin by reviewing some key concepts in security studies – se u itisatio , the 

state , o de s  a d su eilla e  – and we then focus more closely on some of the ways in which 

these ideas can make a distinctive contribution to mainstream sociolinguistics and its interest in 

everyday life.  After that, we move to two short case studies.  The first, focused on Cyprus, points to 

some of the distinctive sociolinguistic processes that emerge in situations when security issues have 
had a high public profile, while the second shows how language itself is being increasingly securitised 

in contemporary Britain.  The otio  of se u it  a  e e te ded to o e  isk, i su a e a d 
p ude tialis  o e ge e all , ut in this paper, we concentrate on security related to enemies and 

threats. 

 

 

1. Key concepts in the study of security 
 

“e u it  is ost o o l  studied i  the field of International Relations (IR), where there is a lot of 

theoretical and terminological disagreement, just as in any other discipline.  But in what follows, we 
draw on a strand of IR that is ofte  k o  as C iti al “e u it  “tudies , because, we will argue, this 

pe spe ti e t eats o epts like se u it , the state  a d o de s  i  a s that can speak to 

sociolinguistics and its central concern with communicative practice in everyday life.   

 

1.1 Security & securitisation 
 

According to Jef Huysmans, se u it  – a d i se u it  – should be seen as a practice rather than a 

state of being: 

 
se u it  [is] a p a ti e of aki g e e  a d fea  the i teg ati e, e e geti  p i iple of 

politi s displa i g the de o ati  p i iples of f eedo  a d justi e…. [“]ecurity can thus be 
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understood as a political force.  It is not simply a policy responding to threats and dangers.  

Neither is it a public good or value.  It is a practice with a political content.  It enacts our world as 

if it is a dangerous world, a world saturated by insecurities.  It invests fear and enmity in 

relations between humans and polities rather than simply defending or protecting political units 

a d people f o  e e ies a d fea  (2014:3). 
 

Instead of being a condition or a relation to factual danger, Hu s a s  idea is that se u it  a d 
i se u it  a e p odu ed th ough so ial a d dis u si e activity.  The processual character of this is 

also efle ted i  the te  se u itisation .   

The otio  of se u itisatio  as i itiall  de eloped  the Cope hage  “ hool  of se u it  
studies (Buzan & Wæver 2003; Emmers 2013).  It refers to institutional processes in which threats to 

the very existence of the state and other bodies – e iste tial th eats  – are identified, and in 

response to this potential danger, issues are moved from the realm of ordinary politics into the 

realm of exceptional measures, where normal political rights and procedures are suspended.  
According to Aradau (2004:392), when the theory of securitisation speaks of normal politics, it 

usually refers to the rules of liberal democracy, which can be said to involve (i) a certain degree of 

political equality and fairness instituted tangibly; (ii) policies and actions as a product of popular 

power in some tangible sense; (iii) basic procedures which are transparent, open to public scrutiny.  

By contrast, securitisation aims to  

 

i stitutio alize… speed agai st the slo ess of [de o ati ] p o edu es a d thus uestio s the 
viability of deliberation, contest of opinion and dissent. While the securitizing speech act has to 

be accepted by a relevant audience and remains within the framework of the democratic politics 

of contestation, the exceptionality of procedures is its opposite. The speed required by the 
exceptional suspends the possibilities of judicial review or other modalities of public influence 

upon bureaucratic or executive decisions.  Securitisation re-inscribes issues in a different logic, a 

logi  of u ge  a d e eptio alis …. the politi s of e it , de isio , a d e e ge .  A adau 
2004:392) 

 

Throughout the processes associated with securitisation, discourse plays a crucial part, both in 

declaring a particular group, phenomenon or process to be an existential threat, and in persuading 

people that this warrants the introduction of special measures.  In its earliest Copenhagen 

formulation, the theory of securitisation relied heavily on the speech act theory of Austin and Searle 

(see also Aradau above), but this limited model of communication has now been extensively 
criticised in security studies (e.g. Stritzel 2007), and in an edited collection which seeks to replace 

this ea lie  philosophi al  pe spe ti e ith a o e so iologi al a d p ag ati  account, there are 

references to Sapir, Goffman, Schegloff, Fairclough, Kress, Wetherell, Mey, Duranti and Goodwin 

(Balzacq 2011).  Securitisation theory, in other words, has undergone something of a socio-linguistic 

and linguistic anthropological tu .  Goldstei  suggests that i sights d a  f o  eth og aphic 

esea h ha e ot ee  s ste ati all  ought to ea  o  the theo isatio  of se u it  : ; 
see however Maguire et al 2014), but insights from sociolinguistics certainly have, and this itself 

creates a space for linguistic ethnographies of securitisation (Rampton, Charalambous & 

Charalambous 2014:3).   

A linguistic ethnography of security and securitisation would also gain from recent 
reconceptualisations of the state, which is often seen as one of the principal agencies involved in 

securitisation processes. 

 

1.2 The state 
 

Traditionally in the study of politics and international relations, as well as in a great deal of 

commonsense, the state has been conceptualised as a sovereign entity that governs and protects a 

specified population within a given territory, and exists alongside others in an international order 
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made of similar sovereign states (Jabri 2007:41- .  This is the Westphalia  idea of the state,1 and it 

has underpinned studies of security focusing on, for example, the relationship between the old 

Soviet Union and the USA during the Cold War (Huysmans 1998; Buzan & Hansen 2009).   

 I  e e t ea s, ho e e , Fou ault s discussion of the state has become increasingly influential 

in international relations, as elsewhere (e.g. Huysmans 2006; Jabri 2010; Trouillot 2001), and this 
suggests that both politically and analytically, the traditional model is an oversimplification, 

obscuring the complicated plethora of people, knowledges, processes, actions and disputes that the 

business of governing actually entails.   

Jessop (2007) outlines the view of the state that Foucault developed in his last lectures, and he 

roots this in the view of power that Foucault articulated in the 1970s:  

 

Fou ault s a al ti s of po e  a  e su a ized as follo s. The stud  of po e  should egi  
from below, in the heterogeneous and dispersed micro-physics of power, explore specific forms 

of its exercise in different institutional sites, and consider how, if at all, these were linked to 
produce broader and more persistent societal configurations. One should study power where it 

is exercised over individuals rather than legitimated at the centre; explore the actual practices of 

subjugation rather than the intentions that guide attempts at domination; and recognize that 

power circulates through networks… (Foucault 1979:92-102, 2003:27-34).  However, following 

this initial move, Foucault also began to emphasize that, whilst starting at the bottom with the 

micro-diversity of power relations across a multiplicity of dispersed sites, two further 

interrelated issues required attention: first, how do diverse power relations come to be 

colonized and articulated into more general mechanisms that sustain more encompassing forms 

of domination and, second, how are they linked to specific forms and means of producing 

k o ledge?  (Jessop 2007:36) 
 

Foucault turned, in other words, to the study of government and the state:   

 

Fou ault de eloped the p o le ati  of government to explore the historical constitution and 

periodisation of the state and the important strategic and tactical dimensions of power relations 

and their associated discourses. For, in rejecting various essentialist, transhistorical, universal, 

and deductive analyses of the state and state power [like the Westphalian version above], 

Fou ault eated a spa e fo  e plo i g its pol o phous stallisation  in and through 

interrelated changes in technologies of power, objects of governance, governmental projects, 

and modes of political calculation. Indeed, he argued that the state is nothing more than the 
mobile effect of a regime of multiple governmentalities  Foucault, 2004b: 79 .  (2007:36) 

 

Fou ault s otio  of go e e talit  covers  

 

all endeavours to shape, guide, direct the conduct of others, whether these be the crew of a 

ship, the members of a household, the employees of a boss, the children of a family or the 

inhabitants of a territory.  And it also embraces the ways in which one might be urged and 

edu ated to... o t ol o e s o  i sti ts, to go e  o eself…. P a ti es of go e e t a e 
deli e ate atte pts to shape o du t i  e tai  a s i  elatio  to e tai  o je ti es… [“tud i g 
governmentality, it is vital to] track force relations at the molecular level, as they flow through a 
multitude of human technologies, in all the practices, arenas and spaces where programmes for 

                                                           
1
 Westphalian sovereignty is the principle of international law that each nation state has sovereignty over its territory and 

domestic affairs, to the exclusion of all external powers, on the principle of non-interference in another country's domestic 

affairs, and that each state (no matter how large or small) is equal in international law. The doctrine is named after the 

Peace of Westphalia, signed in 1648, which ended the Thirty Years' War, in which the major continental European states – 

the Holy Roman Empire, Spain, France, Sweden and the Dutch Republic – agreed to respect one another's territorial 

integrity. As European influence spread across the globe, the Westphalian principles, especially the concept of sovereign 

states, became central to international law and to the prevaili g o ld o de .  Wikipedia, a essed / / .  “ee also e.g. 
Krasner 1999: 20-26 
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the ad i ist atio  of othe s i te se t ith te h i ues fo  the ad i ist atio  of ou sel es ‘ose 
1999:3-5) 

 

So the state becomes the o ile effe t of a egi e of ultiple go e e talities  that a e 
precariously coordinated through mechanisms and organisations like policy, diplomacy and the 
military, more or less supported by forms of knowledge like political economy and statistics.  

Foucault, says Jessop, 

 

regards the state as a relational ensemble and treats governmentality as a set of practices and 

strategies, governmental projects and modes of calculation, that operate on something called 

the state. This something is the terrain of a non-essentialized set of political relations… rather 

than a universal, fixed, unchanging phenomenon. In this sense,... the state… also gets 

reconstructed as government practices change (2004b: 5-6 .  (Jessop 2007:37) 

 
This view of the state fits with Hu s a s  o eptio  of se u it  as a p a ti e… that e a ts ou  

o ld as if it is a da ge ous o ld  op. it. .  Indeed, the idea that security and the state are 

p odu ed i  sets of p a ti es athe  tha  ei g u i e sal, fi ed a d u ha ged  also extends to the 

otio  of o de s . 
 

1.3 Borders and surveillance 
 

Commonsense might suggest that borders are relatively static geographical facts, lying at the 

perimeter of the territory governed by a particular state, demarcating inside and outside.  But 

globalisation makes it increasingly difficult to operate with this definition, and the distinction 
between inside and outside looses a great deal of its fixity in the activities of the agencies set up to 

manage state borders.2  According to Didier Bigo,  

 

e a  o lo ge  disti guish et ee  a  i te al o de  eig i g, tha ks to the poli e,  
holding the monopoly on legitimate violence, and an anarchic international order which is 

maintained by an equilibrium of national powers vis-à-vis the armies and diplo ati  allia es  

(2008:14) 

 

I stead, the e is a g o i g od  of se u it  p ofessio als  e gaged i  o de  o k  – police with 

military status, border guards, customs agents, immigration officers, intelligence officers, private 
security companies, specialist lawyers, academics etc.  Their interests and specialisms form a 

complicated, interconnected but also relatively disorganised transnational field which often 

operates outside the auspices of the nation-state, but which nevertheless con e ges to a ds the 

sa e figu e of isk a d u ease a age e t, the i ig a t  Bigo : .   
Border work has a very wide reach, extending far beyond the moment when a person crosses 

from the territory of one state into another.  Its penetration into everyday life is clear in the range of 

situations where undocumented workers are required to show their credentials:  

 

i  e e da  life, u do u e ted ig a ts a e i a ia l  e gaged i  so ial elatio s ith legal  
migrants as well as citizens, and they commonly live in quite intimate proximity to various 

atego ies of do u e ted  pe so s—sometimes as spouses, frequently as parents or extended 

family members (often sharing the same households), as well as neighbours, coworkers, and so 

o . O  a da -to-day basis, their illegality may be irrelevant to most of their activities, only 

e o i g a  issue i  e tai  o te ts…  Much of the time they are undifferentiated from those 

a ou d the , ut sudde l … legal ealit  is supe i posed o  dail  life  Couti  , p.  de 
Genova 2002:422). 

                                                           
2
  Etie e Bali a s  o  e o eptualisi g o de s is useful he e.  Bali a  :  states that o de s a e 

ultiplied a d edu ed i  thei  lo alizatio …thi ed out a d dou led… o lo ge  the sho es of politi s ut…the spa e of 
the politi al itself.  
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But it also extends much further than this, due to the increasing reliance of security professionals on 

digital surveillance, which seeks to build risk profiles of individuals, using computational algorithms 

working on datasets assembled from the information traces that people leave behind whenever they 

encounter bureaucracy or use digital technologies (go on-line, visit websites, use a credit-cards, carry 
cell-phones, visit doctors).3  This sho s up i  Bigo s  dis ussio  of t a el into and around 

Europe. 

 Bigo identifies three groups of potential traveller.  The first, numbering in millions, is completely 

excluded, and never gets to see Europe – consulates or private operators [receive] abstract virtual 

p ofiles of da ge ous  o  u a ted  people that ust e p e e ted f o  t a elli g[, a d 
i]ndividuals whose data closely matches such profiles are refused from the very beginning, even 

efo e a ess to the o sulates   : .  The second involves travellers who are treated as 

o je ts of suspi io , a d a e su je t to ultiple ID he ks, f o  the egistration of their data in 

thei  ou t ies of o igi  at “ he ge  o sulates… to thei  a i al i  the ai po ts ith od  s a e s, 
biometrics controls, and passing through ramp controls conducted by airlines and private security 

companies at sensitive destinatio s  : . In contrast, for the third group, which encompasses 

the majority of EU citizens a d elati el  ealth  t usted  thi d ou t  atio als, te ito ial 
borders seem open and quick: [t]hese o al  t a elle s ha e the i p essio  of o ing freely, 

e ause su eilla e does ot stop the … The  lo e the s a t  o de s, e ause the  a e at hed 
but are not stopped. They participate in this surveillance; they perform it; they even contribute to it 

by entering their data into the systems of control, thereby paying for the speed and comfort that are 

p o ised  : .  
The digital practices that these o alised  t a elle s undertake in order to travel – checking in 

on-line, for example – are very similar to what they do every day as ordinary consumers on- and off-
line with swipe cards, pin codes, cell-phones etc.  Away from contexts of travel, the data generated 

by these swift, convenient and pervasive technologies has considerable commercial value as a 

resource for targeted marketing, and used in this way, it promotes and monitors consumption rather 

than security (Haggerty & Ericson 2000:615; Bauman & Lyon 2013:16,121ff; van Dijck 2013).  But 

there is a rather thin line between consumption, security and exclusion, as Rose indicates when he 

sa s that data eilla e th ough s a t  te h ologies p o ides o ditio al a ess to i uits of 
consumption and civility, constant scrutiny of the right of individuals to access certain kinds of flows 

of consumption goods: recurrent switch points to be passed i  o de  to a ess the e efit of li e t  
(1999:243; Staples 2014).  Denials of access obviously vary in their severity, and most ordinary 

consumers experience moments when their purchases or their access to certain sites are 
u e pe tedl  lo ked a d thei  a ds a d pi  odes do t o k.  But i  the o te t of t a el a d 
borders, Bigo otes ho  o alised t a elle s istake speed for freedom, never realizing how 

easily they can change category and become undesirables, not because of anything they have done, 

ut e ause of the[i ] p ofile  : .  He illustrates the risk of becoming unexpectedly 

a o alized   efe i g to ou g o e  f o  a illage i  Côte d I oi e [ ho] e e p e e ted 
from entering the EU because three women of the same village had been convicted as prostitutes 10 

ea s p e iousl , addi g that pe so s li i g i  e tai  a eas a d ith a es that sou d as though 

they might be Roma are quite systematically blocked for no other reasons (Bigo and Piazza, 2011  
(2014:218).  And on a far larger scale, potentially leading to even more intense forms of 

a o alisatio , e also o  k o , follo i g Ed a d “ o de s e elatio s, that u ek o  to 
users, the US National Security Agency and the UK GCHQ collect phone calls, emails, text messages, 

Skype communications etc, and acquire personal information from the vast quantities of data that 

private companies like Google, Microsoft, Apple, Skype collect for commercial purposes (Bauman et 

al 2014:122-3): 

                                                           
3
 See, for example, KARMA POLICE, devised by GCHQ.  This was a mass surveillance programme that collected data on 

listening habits of internet radios with the aim of tracking down extremist stations and listening habits.  The Intercept 

(2015) reports that the programme served to identify IP addresses and was used in conjunction with other data.  The 

details could later be used to monitor browsing habits and to enter emails and online conversations. 
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[t]he work of intelligence is said to begin from suspicion of dangerous acts committed by a 

group under surveillance. It then proceeds to the identification of unknown persons related to 

the initial group, within three degrees of separation (or hops). That is to say, for a suspected 

person with 100 friends at the first hop, the person in charge of surveillance at the NSA or one of 
its private subcontractors can, without warrant, put under surveillance all 2,669,556 potential 

o e tio s at the thi d hop  Bau a  et al : -4) 

 

So even though most individuals have very little knowledge of thei  o  data dou les  – little 

idea of the personal information about them that accumulates and moves between different 

age ies a d e t es of al ulatio  – digital surveillance is very extensive, and it blurs the lines 

between national security, immigration, routine travel and everyday consumption.   It is worth 

emphasising that there is no overall coordination among the often competing private, state and 

transnational organisations that manage or participate in this surveillance, and there is also a good 
deal of political contestation over privacy rights.  So according to scholars of security in the West, the 

situatio  does ot a ou t to the totalita ia  Big B othe  su eilla e des i ed i  O ell s 1984 

(Bigo 2008:11; Bauman et al 2014).  Nevertheless, it is clear that it is not just migrants with the 

wrong profiles who are affected, and these processes are potentially relevant to a very wide range of 

different kinds of people. 

 

1.4 Summary 
 

In this section, we have reviewed some core con epts i  the stud  of se u it .  “e urity  might 

sound like a clear-cut condition, just as the state  might seem like well-defined entity, but in the 
perspective discussed here, they are viewed as historically specific ensembles of practice and 

discourse – rationales, knowledges, technologies etc.  Similarly, borders might seem like 

geographical facts remote f o  ost people s e e da  life at ho e, o k o  e eatio , ut the 

proliferation of security professionals and technologies of surveillance means that people s routine 

conduct can have consequences for their mobility, status and entitlements in ways that they do t 
immediately recognise.  The connection of these key security concepts to everyday life opens the 

doo  to so ioli guisti s…. 
 

 

2. How does security fit into sociolinguistics? 
 

Pioneered by scholars like Hymes, Gumperz and Goffman, sociolinguistics conceived broadly (to 

include linguistic anthropology and linguistic ethnography) provides fine-grained accounts of socially 

and historically situated interaction, and it offers frameworks for looking in microscopic detail at 

processes of interest to social theorists like Bourdieu, Giddens, Foucault, Scott and Williams (cf 

Ortner 2006).  In the studies of security that e ha e efe ed to, Fou ault s histo iog aphi all  
grounded perspective on power and governmentality often features as a central reference point, 

and sociolinguistics can complement this, offering methods that can bring a good deal of 

contemporary empirical specificity to this Foucauldian perspective (cf Hacking 2004, Rampton 2014).   
But beyond this broad methodological complementarity, our argument is  

a) that securitised environments can generate distinctive sociolinguistic processes, calling into 

question the universality of generalisations about language formulated in conditions of relative 

peace and stability, while at the same time 

b) work on security can point us to processes in everyday life we might otherwise neglect, 

foregrounding political currents that are becoming increasingly significant in liberal democracies. 

We try to develop these claims in the case studies in Sections 3 and 4 below, but some general 

prefatory remarks may also be useful.  

To see how securitised environments – environments in which security has been emphasised as 

a matter of public concern –  might produce distinctive sociolinguistic processes, it is worth 
comparing the notions of Othe  a d e e , togethe  ith thei  ole i  o u i ati e p a ti e i  
normal and exceptional/securitised conditions.   
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As a point of contrast in processes of self-defi itio , the Othe  is e  ell e og ised i  the 
sociolinguistics of mundane life, he e ide tit  has ee  a ajo  the e fo  o e tha   ea s.  
The Othe  is a o stituti e i g edie t i  e e da  o u i atio  a d o s ious ess, a d this is 
evident in low-key language ideological practices like stylisation, speech correction, accent 

divergence, metalinguistic commentary etc.  Of course there is a plurality of Others in any social 
system – others identified in terms of taste, style, wealth, age, size, expertise, gender, area of 

residence etc – and for any particular individual, the salie e a d sig ifi a e of these Othe s   
depends on, and partly constitutes, both her/his immediate and longer term social positioning.  

Processes of self-Other differentiation are continuously produced and managed by institutions in 

everyday processes of classification, selection and grading (in schools, workplaces, hospitals etc), 

and this is variously ratified and contested both in private and public discourse.   

Although e e  is a te  that a  e used i fo all  a d e e  e pi i al ase p ese ts a host 

of inconsistencies, ambiguities and nuances (see our case studies), there are a number of ways in 

which the figure of the enemy differs prototypically from other kinds of Other.  In civil society, 
oope atio  et ee  Othe s  – between people occupying different or indeed opposite categories – 

is central, and some of these links can be intimate and long-term.  There may well be low prestige 

Others around, but it is their integration that is a general concern.  In contrast, actual or potential 

enemies should be kept out, defeated or destroyed.  They are generally embedded within 

substantial social systems of their own, and if they present an imminent threat, differences within 

the endangered society should be subordinated to the concerted unity required for collective self-

defence.  Interaction with an enemy is typically forbidden or associated with well-organised 

violence, and should be kept as short as possible, abandoning the moral and legal codes that govern 

the transactions between fellow-citizens.  I  additio , of ou se, e e  li ks i to a assi e a ge 
of other institutional categories and processes related in one way or another to security – types of 
person (soldier, casualty, veteran, hero, prisoner, spy, traitor, refugee etc etc), types of action (e.g. 

bombing, killing, wounding),  types of mobility (invasion, occupation, escape), and types of collective 

change (victory, defeat, reconciliation).   

Although there is probably much more work that never reaches the public realm for security 

reasons, there are studies in applied and sociolinguistics that address language and communicative 

practice in e.g. intelligence gathering, translation and interpreting, language instruction, and allied 

personnel coordination in ongoing military conflict, sometimes quite close to the battlefield (see 

Foottit & Kelly (eds) 2012; Liddicoat 2008; Pavlenko 2003:317-21; Uhlmann 2010, 2012).  But for 

obvious reasons, there is much more published research on sociolinguistic processes based in 

nominally peaceful settings at one or more removes from conflict itself, with enemies and 
experiences of violence looming in the background instead.  Refugees are a significant focus in work 

on, for example, language and discourse in asylum procedures and in language pedagogy in 

receiving countries (Maryns 2006; Maryns & Blommaert 2001; Detailler & Spotti 2013; Karrabaek & 

Ghandchi 2015; Cooke & Simpson 2008:37); the e is o k o  tea hi g a d lea i g the la guage of 
the e e  Bekerman 2005; Uhlmann 2010; C. Charalambous 2014; P. Charalambous et al at press), 

as well as language policy during and after conflict (Pavlenko 2003; Busch 2010); and there are 

discourse and narrative analyses of accounts of militarised violence in e.g. the work of Truth and 

Reconciliation Commissions (e.g. Verdoolaege 2015; also Argenti-Pillen 2003).  But for the most part, 

these lie outside the mainstream of applied and sociolinguistic research, and are regarded as 

peripheral – literally as well as figuratively – to discursive life in the polities in which they are 
conducted.  If, however, we follow the gist of our review of security concepts, the scope for 

sociolinguistic research oriented to the kinds of process described by Huysmans and Bigo is 

increasing. 

 So for example, it should be difficult for an emerging specialism like the sociolinguistics of 

tourism to avoid the kinds of border security issue discussed in 1.3 above.  Similarly, in the 

burgeoning field of linguistic landscape research, analyses of multilingual signage risk a reductive 

account of the communicative dynamics of space, ethnicity and migration if they neglect the 

placement, use and effects of CCTV (cf Staples 2014; Vaughan-Williams 2008) – according to Ball, 

the e pe ie e of su eilla e has ot et ee  add essed i  a  detail…[ ut t]he fa t that 
individuals sometimes appear to do little to counter surveillance does not mean that surveillance 
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ea s othi g to the  : ; also Bau a  et al : .  Research on language and 

superdiversity usually foregrounds (and often celebrates) the challenge that the mobility associated 

with globalisation presents to established academic and bureaucratic demographic categorisation, 

but this risks overlooking the flexibility of digital surveillance (Arnaut 2012, 2016; Rampton, 

Blommaert, Arnaut & Spotti 2015:8-10; Rampton 2015):  
 

[o]nline a atego  like ge de  is ot dete i ed  o e s ge italia o  e e  ph si al 
appearance. Nor is it entirely self-selected.  Rather, categories of identity are being inferred 

upon individuals based on their web use. Code and algorithm are the engines behind such 

i fe e e[, o st u ti g] ide tit  a d atego  o li e  Che e -Lippold 2011:165). 

 

“u je ts… a e e  a ti e o su i g, s ipi g edit a ds, alki g st eets, pho i g.  These 
activities and transactions are an immediate interaction with and through technology.  The 

i te a tio  eates data that a e used to go e  su je ts a d thei  a ti ities… While t aditio al 
data sources engage subjects as identities or fixed populations, transactional governance derives 

information directly from the interactions a d t a sa tio s… It is a ode of go e i g that seeks 
to quickly adapt delivery of services, control and coercion to changing behaviours deriving and 

processing information directly from the e e da  doi gs  of people.  Hu s a s : -7) 

 

In fact the machine processing of massive sets of communication data central to surveillance 

presents serious ethical and political issues for computational corpus linguistics, and the situated 

human interpretation of surveillance data is itself an important topic for pragmatics.4  

I  the o a ula  offe ed  Goff a , all this akes the pote tial  ea esd oppe  a much more 

pervasive presence in contemporary interaction (1981:131-2).  Vis-à-vis the use of social media, 
Bauman et al doubt that su veillance as hierarchical power [has u h…] salience [for people] 

u less the  li e i  o fli t zo es o  i  ou t ies ith o e t politi al ep essio  : , and 

according to Marwick,  

 

[ ]ost so ial edia use s a e less o e ed ith go e e ts o  corporations watching their 

online activities than key members of their extended social network, such as bosses or parents 

(Marwick and boyd 2011). As a result, people self-monitor their online actions to maintain a 

desired balance between publicity and seclusion, while readily consuming the profiles and status 

updates of othe s o d a d Ma i k ; Ma i k … [S]ocial surveillance [of  this kind] 

e tai l  i ol es the fo used, s ste ati  a d outi e atte tio  to pe so al details  that 
characterizes traditional surveillance. [But w]hile [traditional] surveillance is typically undertaken 

to manage, control, or influence a particular population, social surveillance leads to self-

management and direction on the part of social edia use s.  : , 0). 

 

Telli gl , ho e e , Ma i k alig s so ial su eilla e  ith Fou ault s ideas a out apilla  po e .  
This is the sa e o eptio  of a hete oge eous a d dispe sed i oph si s of po e  that Jessop 
efe ed to i  his dis ussio  of the state as the o ile effect of a regime of multiple 

go e e talities .  “o the e is a tuall  o eed to est i t the e es a d ea s of the state to the 

hie a hi al su eilla e  p o ided  i tellige e offi e s.  In addition to its links with bodies like 

the NSA and GCHQ, we can also see the state enacted in the everyday practice of people actively 
orienting to issues and concerns articulated by politicians and circulated through the mass media.  If 

state e e uti es a d offi ials oad ast thei  a ieties a out e e ies ithi , the  e can expect at 

least some ordinary people to scrutinise thei  f ie ds  so ial edia outputs in what amount to 

                                                           
4
 Gi e  the ag itude of the data the e  a u ulated, a al sts [at N“A & GCHQ] do ot ead all the o te t, ut athe  

visualize the graph of the relations that are identified and focus on what seem to be the most significant sections showing 

specific nodes of connections between data. This is far from a full reading of the contents of such data. It is also far from a 

scientific procedure which might warrant claims to certainty and precision about the results obtained. It is, rather, part of a 

p o ess of i tuitio  a d i te p etatio  that a  a  o side a l  f o  o e a al st to a othe .  Bau a  et al : ; 
Haggerty & Ericson 2000:614; also Liddicoat 2008:133) 
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vernacular enactments of securitising surveillance, i  de o ati  so ieties as ell i  conflict zones 

or in countries with overt politi al ep essio  see Rassmussen 2015, and Section 4.2 below). 

To illustrate some of these issues in a little more of the detail that they deserve, we should now 

turn to the two case studies, where we will see the relationship between ordinary and securitised 

social relations moving in opposite directions.  The first case-study focuses on Cyprus, where there 
are now efforts to resolve the long-standing conflict between Greek- and Turkish-Cypriots, and it 

provides an overview of how Greek-Cypriots try to reconcile recently established Turkish language 

teaching and learning with the lived aftermath of violent conflict.  The second concentrates on the 

UK, where Muslim are increasingly treated as a security risk, and here there is a discussion of both 

the suspicion articulated with growing force in public discourse, and se u itisatio s o t adi to  
effects on language policy.  The central contention in the first study is that securitised environments 

can generate distinctive sociolinguistic processes, while the second draws attention to 

se u itisatio s g o i g i flue e o  so ioli guisti  life i  a li e al de o a . 
 

 

3. Case study 1: Foreign Language Education in a conflict-affected context 
 

Our first case study focuses on the conflict-affected context of Cyprus, and examines Foreign 

Language (FL) teaching and learning.   

FL education is an area in which theories and concepts from different branches of linguistics are 
often applied, and the influence of sociolinguistics can be seen in the currency of notions like 

o u i ati e o pete e  and i te ultu al awareness  (see for example Leung 2005; Byram 

1998, Charalambous & Rampton 2010, Council of Europe 2001; 2007).  FL theories usually discuss 

teaching and learning in (relatively) peaceful conditions, as evidenced for example in the Council of 

Eu ope s Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.  But what happens to the 

dominant assumptions in a well-established field like this when teaching takes place in a conflict-

ridden or post-conflict setting where the language taught is associated with people who have been 

portrayed for many years as a threatening enemy?  In what follows we show how securitised 

environments present a problem for the ideas and generalisations formulated in conditions of peace 

and stability, challenging their universality, and to illustrate this, we draw on the findings from two 
periods of linguistic ethnographic research focused on Turkish-language classes organized in Greek-

Cypriot schools and adult institutes (2006-2009; 2012-2015). But fi st, so e a kg ou d… 

 

3.1 The Cyprus conflict 
 

Cyprus has a long history of interethnic conflict between the Greek-Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot 

communities, going back to the beginning of the 20th century.  In an era of intense nation-building in 

oth G ee e a d Tu ke , the isla d s t o ai  eligious o unities, Christians and Muslims, came 

to imagine themselves as incompatible G eeks  a d Tu ks  under the influence of antagonistic 

nationalist discourses (Bryant 2004).  A bi-communal Republic of Cyprus was established in 1960 but 
in spite of this, interethnic violence broke out between 1963-67, and in 1974 the political turmoil  

culminated in a military intervention by Turkey that left the island de facto divided into north 

(Turkish-Cypriots) and south (Greek-Cypriots and other Greek-speaking minorities5).  Since then, a 

buffer zone patrolled by military personnel and UN peacekeeping forces has served as a physical 

border which separates the two communities and substantially inhibits communication between 

them.  

Language played a crucial role in the historical development of these ethnic identities in Cyprus.  

It served as a tangible way of differentiating the population into two communities and was perceived 

as a precondition for their survival (Bryant, 2004; Karoulla-Vrikki 2004; Kizilyurek & Gautier Kizilyurek 
2004).  At earlier points in history, Turkish-Cypriots (the minority) used both Turkish and the local 

                                                           
5
 The 1960 constitution recognises different minorities - Armenians, Maronites, Latins – in addition to the two main 

ethnolinguistic communities, based on language & religion. However in terms of political representation the mainly Greek-

speaking minorities are considered as part of the Greek-Cypriot political community. After the de facto division Maronites 

had different rights in terms of crossing the imposed borders. 

(http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/pio/pio.nsf/All/B7C200231A8CAF56C2256FCE003268CB?OpenDocument)  

http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/pio/pio.nsf/All/B7C200231A8CAF56C2256FCE003268CB?OpenDocument
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Cypriot variety of Greek, but during the conflict, nationalist discourses on both sides not only 

discouraged but also penalised bilingualism (Ozerk 2001, Karoulla-Vrikki 2004, C. Charalambous 

2012, P. Charalambous et al forthcoming).  “peaki g the la guage of the atio al a he e  
(Papadakis 2008) became undesirable and a sign of betrayal.  So Turkish never featured in official 

Greek-Cypriot educational curricula, and learning the language was largely restricted to Greek-
Cypriot police and intelligence services (see also Papadakis 2005).  

In 2003, however, after 29 years of total isolation a d eth i  est a ge e t  B a t , i  
the midst of negotiations for Cyprus  e t  to the EU a d the search for a political settlement of the 

Cyprus Conflict, the Turkish-Cypriot authorities announced the partial lifting of the restrictions of 

movement across the buffer zone and for the first time, people were allowed to cross the dividing 

line.  Language was also drawn into a central role in this period of rapid political developments: just 

a week after the opening of the buffer-zone checkpoints, the (Greek-)Cypriot government 

announced that it would set up free language classes for Greek-Cypriots wishing to learn Turkish as  

Foreign Language, both in secondary schools and adult institutes, as well as classes for Turkish-
speaking adults who wanted to learn Greek.6   In educational documents, in interviews with senior 

ministry officials, and among many people who decided to attend the classes, these initiatives fitted 

into a rhetoric of reconciliation and were seen as an emblematic gesture of government good will 

(see Charalambous 2012, 2013, 2014).  

 On the ground, though, things were more difficult, as the setting up of Turkish classes was not 

accompanied by an immediate change in educational and public discourse, which continued to 

construct Turks as the enemy posing an imminent threat to the Greek-Cypriot community (see 

Adamides 2014).  As a result, the teaching and learning Turkish was often seen as threatening Greek-

C p iot edu atio s G eek-centred – Hellenocentric  – orientation.  For Turkish FL teachers and 

learners, this generated a series of practical complications.  In our 2006 study (see C. Charalambous 
, , al ost all i te ie ees epo ted ei g alled a t aito , a Tu k  or Tu kophile   

peers, friends and occasionally by family members and other teachers, and as a result, they often hid 

their Turkish books, avoided mentioning the classes they taught or attended, and/or developed 

careful justifications in defence.   

Formulated in terms drawn from the Critical IR perspective sketched in Section 1, the lifting of 

border restrictions and the introduction of Turkish classes can be seen as de-securitising moves.  

Rather than seeking to shift a group from the sphere of ordinary politics into a zone of exceptional 

measures (securitisation), de-securitisation pushes in the opposite direction and seeks to normalise 

relations with what has hitherto been seen as an existential threat (cf P. Charalambous et al at press; 

Aradau 2004).  But this involves discursive struggle and resistance, and detailed sociolinguistic 
analysis of the Cypriot case  

 points to practices and stances that fail to fit mainstream accounts of FL education in applied 

linguistics, thereby relativising them, and also 

 suggests ways in which language education can contribute to the processes of central interest to 

critical IR studies of peace and reconciliation.   

As the present paper is principally written for a linguistics readership, we will dwell in greater length 

on the first set of implications, covering the second only very briefly (in 3.3). 
 

3.2 Diverging from orthodoxy: FL teaching and learning in a de-securitising context 
 

There are a number of ways in which Turkish classes for Greek-Cypriots diverged from the model of 

Foreign Language teaching and learning most commonly promoted in applied linguistics, and we can 

sketch this divergence by comparing leading ideas in FL education with what we found in our two 

linguistic ethnographies.7 

                                                           
6
 For Turkish-Cypriots the language classes were only offered in afternoon governmental institutions, as schooling in both 

communities has been historically separate.  
7
 The first project was a doctoral study entitled Lear i g the La guage of the Other , fu ded  Ki g s College Lo do  (C. 

Charalambous 2009) . Fieldwork was conducted between September 2006-January 2007, and was located (a) in a Lyceum 

in Nicosia, mostly following one Turkish language teacher in two of his classes for the whole of the autumn term; and (b) in 

an adult institution, following one teacher in one of her classes. Data collection involved classroom observation and 
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3.2.1 Communication and culture in class? 
 

In a great deal of FL theory, lessons are seen as occasions for practising communication, with a view 
to engaging with speakers of the foreign language outside class.  Role-plays and materials with a 

degree of resemblance to the everyday world inhabited by the FL speakers are often recommended 

authe ti it , a d i  e e t ea s, the e has ee  increased emphasis on students developing 

inter-cultural competence, the capacity to understand and manage cultural differences (Council of 

Europe 2001; Byram, 1997; Byram & Risager, 1999; Byram et al., 2001).  But in the de-securitisation 

process in Cyprus, Greek-Cypriot society was itself engaged in a still highly contested process of 

negotiating whether and how to move Turkish issues into the realm of ordinary civic life, out of the 

exceptional measures required for an existential threat.  So for many Turkish language students, 

imagining oneself in the world of the target language was far from straightforward.   A number of 

secondary students told us that they had no intention of ever talking to a Turkish-speaker, and as 
one teacher complained, ho  a  I goi g to p a ti e dialogues i  the lass oo  et ee  sales-men 

and buyers, when students are not supposed to cross to the other side and buy things from the 

o upied te ito ies  field otes, .  Indeed, if a teacher made a positive comment about 

Turkish-speaking people even in passing in the classroom, this could spark intense reactions and at 

least momentarily jeopardise their authority, as C. Charalambous 2013 documents in detail (also 

Rampton & Charalambous 2015). 

 So how did teachers cope?  They developed several strategies, but the most common was to 

treat Turkish as just a lexico-grammatical code.  Instead of emphasising the communicative and 

ultu al aspe ts of the la guage, e ou agi g lea e s to ope ith the affe ti e as ell as ognitive 

de a ds of e gage e t ith othe ess  B a  : , a lot of teachers tried to suppress the 
socio-indexical/socio-symbolic side of Turkish, and instead, they presented it in class as a neutral set 

of lexical items and syntactic structures.  Of course there is a strong philological tradition which 

supports pedagogy like this, but these teachers were quite explicit about the risks of attempting a 

communicative or intercultural approach (see C. Charalambous 2014, P.Charlambous et. al 

forthcoming): 

 
Stella: you have to be very careful about what you’ll say  

because I tried once to say that Turkey is beautiful,  

and Istanbul,  

and they tried to tell me that I am defending Turkey in class, 

we have to be very careful about what we say  

so that students don’t go out  
and say that we are doing propaganda in favour of Turkey  

and that we say the Turks are good and they do this and that,  

we have to be very careful and stay in matters of the language 
 

 

Thei  de- ultu alisatio  of Tu kish, i  other words, was driven by acute cultural sensitivity. 

 

3.2.2 Shallow cosmopolitanisation? 
 

A othe  app oa h, hi h e o l  it essed i  o e tea he s practice in 2012, was to extricate 

Turkish from Cyprus and to reposition it symbolically in the broader context of a multilingual Europe 

and a globalised modern world.   In these classes, there were references to other European 
languages as well, and there was a light-hearted, liberal ambience in lessons, which the students 

clearly enjoyed.  In additio  i  a othe  lighte i g  st ateg , here as elsewhere in secondary schools 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
recordings, interviews with language learners, teachers, ministry officials etc. and the collection of related documents 

(textbooks, curricula and other government texts). The second project, involving C. Charalambous, P. Charalambous & 

Rampton, is entitled Crossing Languages & Borders: Intercultural Language Education in a Conflict-troubled Context, and 

was funded for three years by the Leverhulme Trust. Fieldwork was conducted between September 2012 and May 2013, 

in: (a) three Lyceums (secondary schools) in different districts in Nicosia, following two teachers in six classes; and (b) in 

two adult institutions, following two teachers in two classes. 
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in 2012, Turkish was presented to students as an easy language that would help them get good 

grades, even though this was directly at odds both with our own and with adult stude ts  experience 

of Turkish as a language that is actually quite hard to learn for Greek speakers.   At this point, it 

might be tempting to align this pedagogy with the superficial, consumerist cosmopolitanism that is 

quite often criticised in language teaching materials for promoting elitism and masking inequalities, 
especially in ELT eg. Guilhe e, ; Ma Do ald & O ‘ega  .  But again, when we set it 

within a recent history of intense conflict, this approach seems rather radical, constituting an 

innovative trajectory past the Cyprus problem, and in fact it was enacted by a teacher who was 

exceptionally dedicated, resourceful and accomplished (Rampton et al 2015). 

 

3.2.3 Individual investment? 
 

If as a young person, you did t e e  a t to talk to a Tu kish speake , if you complained about even 

slightly positive references to Turkish culture and suffered hostile comments from your peers, why 
would you actually enrol in a Turkish language class in the first place, and then persevere for the rest 

of the year?  Be ause it s eas  a d gets ou good a ks  as o e of the ost o o  a s e s 
provided in interview, and liking a particular teacher also played a part.  But this oversimplifies the 

experience of learning the language of an enemy, and for a fuller understanding, it is important to 

look beyond the usual unit of analysis in the study of foreign language learning motivation – the 

individual – and to situate learners in their families and family histories. 

 In violent conflicts of the kind experienced in Cyprus, collective life is profoundly disrupted, with 

widespread loss of life and a great deal of forced relocation (Greek-Cypriot refugees moved south, 

and Turkish Cypriots fled north).  After the cessation of hostilities, the language of the enemy – in 

this case, Turkish – is likely to be bound up with lived, learned and taught histories that are vividly 
remembered, indexing a set of experiences and relationships about which families still have very 

deep feelings.  So to grasp how adolescents positioned themselves as learners of Turkish, we had to 

understand their intergenerational family relationships, and it was clear in interview that family 

discussions could either constrain or enhance their scope for studying the language.  Family losses, 

a ge  a d pai  p odu ed isi le ese atio s a o g so e lea e s, ho o ied a out e tu i g 
too fa  ith thi gs Tu kish, hile fo  othe s, o e positi e fa il  e pe ie es i  the p e-1974 

period before the war – stories of friendship, collaboration and exchange with Turkish-Cypriots – 

contributed to greater engagement, gradually reworking the negative associations of Turkish, often 

in continuing dialogue with older family members.  In sum, secondary school students participated in 

these classes as the younger members of intergenerational families, balancing loyalty and 
responsibility to their kin with an awareness of geo-political processes increasing the possibility of 

reconciliation.  So here and more generally in post-conflict situations, an analysis that follows the 

usual route of focusing only on the motivation, aspirations and choices of individuals, is likely to be 

insufficient. 

 

3.2.4 Territory and travel? 
 

In the mainstream paradigm, FL teachers prepare their students for visits abroad to the country 

where the language is widely spoken, but the situation was much more complex in Cyprus.  While 
the political situation remained officially unsettled in the island, crossing to the other side was often 

treated as morally unacceptable.  For some, the act of passing through a checkpoint gave 

recognition to an imposed dividing line which they regarded as illegitimate, bringing accusations of 

et a al ; so e ossed o asio all  ut a oided e o omic transactions as a matter of principle; 

and others crossed more frequently and had ongoing relationships with people in the north.  These 

differences were experienced among both adults and adolescents, and in the adult classes they were 

quite often acknowledged and discussed. 

 When adults and adolescents did cross to the north, their perspective was also radically different 

from the tou isti  gaze most commonly assumed in FL (e.g. Sercu & Bandura 2005).  Instead, 

especially among adolescents, accounts of visits to the Turkish-speaking north often carried the aura 
of pilgrimage, and they e e fo ulated as a ati es of etu , either to thei  pa e ts  former 

home in the case of students from refugee families, or to places emblematic of Greek Orthodox 
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identity.  Indeed, even when talking about Istanbul in class, teachers tended to highlight its Greek 

roots, history and character.   In sum, lo ati g the ta get la guage  i  ti e a d spa e always bore 

the stamp of a troubled past, and it was a far more difficult in these Turkish classes than is usually 

assumed in discussions of FL education (see e.g. Charalambous 2013).  

 
3.3 Turkish as an FL: Unorthodox but reconciliatory? 
 

So it would be a serious mistake to evaluate the teaching and learning of Turkish in Greek-Cypriot 

classrooms by the criteria most commonly applied in FL education.  The historical background of 

intense conflict meant that the working assumptions about communication, culture and the person 

in time and space were very different from those operating in a class of, say, English students 

learning Spanish in Britain.  From research like Pa le ko s o pa ati e a ou t of fo eig  la guage 
education in the war-oriented USA and Soviet Union (2003), Ulh a s stud  of A a i  lasses for 

Jewish school students in Israel (2010; 2012 , a d Ka e aek & Gha d hi s des iptio  of othe -
tongue Farsi in the divided Iranian refugee community in Copenhagen (2015), it is also clear that the 

C p us ase is t u i ue, a d that when there are circumambient discourses of security and/or 

serious conflict in the background, the ta get  culture may be excluded in the culturally responsive 

language classroom, along with anticipations of casual contact and tourist travel.   

Admittedly, in defence of orthodox FL education theory, one might argue that given the long 

history of Turkish in Cyprus, it is a mistake to call it a fo eig  language.  Indeed, our own view is that 

analytically, a new te  like t ou led he itage la guage  would be more apt, deserving wider 

currency if/as securitised situations like these are studied more often in research on language 

teaching and learning ( t ou led he itage la guage  ould cover Arabic in Israel, as well perhaps as 

Farsi among refugee Iranians in the Copenhagen).  But a reclassification like that would miss the fact 
that it is Greek-Cypriot education authorities that have categorised Turkish as a foreign language, 

placing it alongside Italian, French, Russian etc in the secondary curriculum.  Moreover, there is a 

case for saying that its very position as an everyday curriculum subject, as just one among a number 

of FLs, made a significant contribution to the reconciliation process.   

Because it ran counter to the historic securitisation of Turks and Turkish-Cypriots, it was, as we 

have said, very hard to normalise relations between Greek- and Turkish-Cypriots, but for this, the 

e  o di a i ess  of the fo eig  la guage lass was itself a resource.  Curricular foreign language 

learning is an unspectacular but long-term, widely-established, institutionally organised activity that 

demands a significant investment of time and effort, and these Turkish language classes meant that 

Greek-Cypriots regularly shared a space where things and practices linked with Turkish had a low-
key presence close at hand, travelling back and forwards between school and home in homework 

bags, accessible for closer association if students wanted and were able.  According to Aradau 2004, 

effective de-securitisation in a liberal democracy needs to esto e the possi ilit  of s uti  as ell 
as the e p essio  of oi e , p a ti es that se u itisation suppresses.  To achieve this, it requires a 

slowness i  p o edu es that e su es the possi ilit  of o testatio  p. ; ou  e phasis , a d a 
diffe e t elatio  f o  the o e of e it  has to e inscribed institutionally  p. ; ou  e phasis .  
Slowness and institutionalisation were intrinsic to these Turkish classes.  They brought people into 

the vicinity of otherness as a matter of routine (a teaching period twice a week for one or two years 

in the secondary curriculum) and they occupied their attention over periods of time that were long 
enough to host small and gradual shifts in outlook.  Such shifts were, of course, far from guaranteed, 

but there was good evidence that Turkish lessons helped a number of students orient more 

constructively towards a peaceful future. 

 

 

4. Case study 2: The securitisation of language in contemporary Britain 
 

Rather than pointing to a gap between the accounts of language formulated in peace and stability on 

the one hand and the practices observed in securitised environments on the other, our second case 

study argues that research on security points to sociolinguistic processes we might otherwise ignore, 
highlighting political currents that are becoming increasingly significant in liberal democracies.  To do 
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so, it examines policies and discourses focused on people who have migrated to the UK in general, 

and British Muslims in particular.   

 

4.1 Musli s: A suspe t o u it  
 

As already noted, the work of security professionals te ds to o e ge o  the same figure of risk 

a d u ease a age e t, the i ig a t  Bigo : .  But over the last fifteen years, securitising 

discourses that abnormalise Musli s i  B itai  a d o st u t the  as a suspe t o u it  ha e 
intensified.  The te  suspe t o u it  as o igi all  used to efe  to Irish people in the UK, 

suspected of being sympathetic to the IRA (Hillyard 1993).  It refers to  

 

[a] sub-group of the population that is singled out for state attention as being p o le ati  in 

terms of policing, and individuals may be targeted, not necessarily as a result of suspected 

wrong doing, but simply because of their presumed membership to that sub-group.  Race, 
ethnicity, religion, class, gender, language, accent, dress, political ideology or any combination of 

these factors may serve to delineate the sub-group  (Pantazis & Pemberton 2009: 649; see also 

Huysmans 2014; Bigo 2008). 

 

But since 2000, a number of events both in the UK and internationally have resulted in Muslims 

becoming the primary targets of suspicion.  In the summer of 2001, there were riots in three 

northern English cities involving (mainly Muslim) British Asians, far-right extremists and the police, 

and these led to calls for more e phasis o  itize ship as a a  of fusi g togethe  pa allel 
o u ities  Ca tle ‘epo t .  The 9/11 bombings occurred a few weeks later, and the view of 

Islamic communities as poorly integrated and a security risk became entrenched with the 7/7 
London bombings in 2005, where three of the four bombers were born in the UK (Fortier 2008).  In 

2007, Glasgow Airport was attacked by two Muslims driving a Jeep packed with petrol canisters into 

a terminal; in 2013, Fusilier Lee Rigby was murdered in Greenwich by Islamic militants; the Charlie 

Hebdo murders in Paris in 2015 once again focused attention on an Islamic enemy within ; a d 
more recently, the scale of I“I“  recruitment of young Muslims willing to leave a comfortable 

existence in the UK has intensified the portrayal of British-born Muslims as weakly integrated, 

potentially dangerous, with questionable loyalty. 

 At least two processes relevant to sociolinguistics are interwoven with this history: first, public 

discourse itself (as the IR research on securitisation suggests), and second, the invocation and 

repositioning of languages within policies on citizenship, anti-radicalisation and recruitment for the 
military and intelligence services.  We can take each of these in turn. 

 

4.2 Securitisation in public discourse 
 

At its inception (e.g. Kress & Hodge 1979; Fairclough 1989; Wodak 1988), one of the central aims of 

critical linguistics and critical discourse analysis was to use the tools of linguistic analysis to uncover 

ideologies operating beneath the surface of public discourse, persuading the public to support a 

dominant order against its better interests.   But with the growing securitisation of immigrants in 

general and Muslims in particular, hostility is explicit, and analytically, rather than disclosing racism 
and prejudice that are covert, it is more important to track their intensification over time, 

documenting the processes that lead to the normalisation of hostility and distrust, at certain points 

assu i g the fo e of la  Benjamin 197 .  Political correctness  see s to e less of a o e , 
a d the O e to  Wi do  – the range of ideas and policies that the public is willing to accept – has 

shifted to the ight, as a  e see  i , fo  e a ple, P i e Mi iste  Ca e o s claim that too many 

Musli s uietl  o do e  iole t e t e is  (Daily Mail 18/6/15), or in the rise to prominence and 

acceptability of anti-immigration parties such as the UKIP (United Kingdom Independence Party). 

The public is now told that it is constantly under threat, and this can be seen in the 

B itish Go e e t s Prevent policy.  In the post 9/11 era, the Government has formulated a 

comprehensive anti-terrorism strategy consisting of four strands.  The first, Pursue aims to 
prevent terrorist attacks from happening; the second, Prevent, seeks to stop people 

becoming terrorists; the third, Protect, aims to safeguard areas both in the UK and abroad 
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through, for example, stronger border control; and the fourth, Prepare, addresses the 

aftermath of a terrorist attack.  Prevent, which is both ideological and material in nature, has 

been by far the most contentious of these strands, and its 2015 guidelines state three 

objectives:  

• ‘espond to the ideological challenge of terrorism and the threat we face from those who 
promote it 

• Prevent people from being drawn into terrorism and ensure that they are given appropriate 

advice and support 

• Work with sectors and institutions where there are risks of radicalisation that we need to 

address   (HMG 2015: 5) 

The institutions ide tified for partnership with Prevent  i lude lo al authorities, education from 

early child care providers to higher education, health services, the prison service and the police 

(HMG 2015), and signs of this effort to alert the public to the threat of terrorism are now 

unavoidable in everyday life, whether these take the form of classroom surveillance, new measures 
in airports, or public signage about how to report suspicion.   

 Within the Prevent strategy, the trope of vulnerability features prominently, and the Prevent 

Duty Guidance defi es ul e a ilit  as the condition of being capable of being injured; difficult to 

defend; open to moral or ideological attack  (our emphasis - HMG 2015:34).  In fact, the notion of 

ul e a ilit  has been used in other discourses about social problems involving Muslims, and it has 

become highly freighted socio-emotionally.  The Jay Report (2014) on the sexual abuse of 1400 girls 

by men in Rotherham, many of whom were Muslims of Pakistani heritage, uses the term 29 times, 

and the closely related otio  of g oo i g  is ofte  used to describe the process of recruitment to 

ISIS.  The Counter Terrorism and Security Bill (CTS) 2015 obliges educational institutions to report any 

children/individuals who might be being radicalized or at isk  – a variation of vulnerable – and this 
promises to turn classrooms into sites of security surveillance, with Muslim students – children – as 

potential terrorists and teachers as de facto security professionals, who can even receive training for 

this (Awan 2015).  Indeed, it was recently reported that  

 

[s] hools a e ei g sold soft a e to o ito  pupils  i te et a ti it  fo  e t e is -related 

la guage su h as jihadi ide  a d YODO , sho t fo  ou o l  die o e, ahead of the i t odu tio  
of a legal requirement to consider issues of terrorism and extremism among children. Under the 

Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015… s hools ill ha e to ha e due ega d to the eed to 
p e e t pupils ei g d a  i to te o is .  “e e al o pa ies a e p odu i g a ti- adi alisatio  
soft a e to o ito  pupils  i te et a ti ity, including Impero, which has launched a pilot of its 
soft a d i   lo atio s i  B itai  as ell as fi e i  the U“…. A spokes o a  fo  I pe o 
said:… The s ste  a  help tea he s o fi  ide tifi atio  of ul e a le hild e , o  a t as a  
early warning system to help identify children that may be at risk in future.  It also provides 

evidence for teachers and child protection officers to use in order to intervene in a timely and 

app op iate a e  (The Guardian 2015a) 

 

The ground-level impact of this securitisation of British Muslims is likely to be considerable.  

Following the 2015 CTS Bill, 2015/2016 is the first full academic year in which the Prevent strategy 

has become a legal obligation in compulsory, further and higher education, and it has already seen 

the well-publicised case of a Muslim secondary school student being referred to a child protection 
officer via Prevent, si pl  fo  usi g the te  e o-te o is e  i  a dis ussio  of e i o e talis  i  
a French lesson (The Guardian 2015b).  The inference was that he was sympathetic to ISIS due to his 

familiarity with terms around terrorism.  The implementation of Prevent within adult ESOL classes – 

lasses of E glish fo  “peake s of Othe  La guages  – is being addressed by NATECLA8 (National 

Association for the Teaching of English and Community Languages to Adults); the 2015 conference of 

the National Union of Teachers considered the ways in which these developments shut discussion 

down in school classrooms, making Muslim students fearful that their teachers were undertaking 

surveillance; in higher education, over 280 academics signed a letter to The Independent  arguing 

                                                           
8
 In November 2015, NATECLA organized a conference specifically to support ESOL tutors implement Prevent. 
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against Prevent s hilli g effe t o  ope  de ate, f ee spee h a d politi al disse t  (10/7/15); and 

the trade union for Further Education and Higher Education has stated, the Prevent agenda will 

force our members to spy on learners, is discriminatory towards Muslims, and legitimises 

Islamophobia and xenophobia, encouraging racist views to be publicised and normalised in society  

(UCU 2015: 4). 
 There are a number of elements here that call for further sociolinguistic analysis.  The rhetoric of 

ul e a ilit  and safeguarding needs systematic critical deconstruction (cf Baker et al 2013), and 

for both educational and political reasons, it would also be worth looking beyond just the textual 

representations themselves.  There are well-developed sociolinguistic methods for studying the 

circulation and uptake of texts (Briggs 2005; Tusting 2010), and linguistic ethnographies of the 

recontextualisation of securitising documents in local interactional practice in classrooms, clinics etc 

ould e a alua le esou e fo  i te ogati g the p o esses i ol ed i  asse li g suspi io  
Hu s a s  a d a agi g u ease  Bigo ; f G ee  & )u a ski . 

 

4.2 The securitisation of UK language policy 
 

After extensive multicultural interest in the 1970s and 80s, support for the multilingualism of 

minority ethnic students in the English education system declined sharply in the 1990s, making way 

for a much more exclusive commitment to standard English (Rampton et al 2007).  But the events 

sketched in Section 4.1 led beyond this to an intensified emphasis on the need for adult migrants to 

learn English, and ESOL was advocated as an essential ingredient in citizenship, an antidote to the ills 

of segregated communities and a vital i st u e t of so ial ohesio . 
 As Khan (2015) describes in detail, the 2001 riots were followed by a series of political speeches 

and policy documents calling for more attention to British citizenship, arguing that to be a citizen is 
to be a speaker of English (Blackledge 2005).  In 2005, the Life in the UK test was introduced for 

migrants seeking British Citizenship (and for those seeking  Indefinite Leave to Remain in 2007), and 

over time, increasingly demanding English proficiency requirements were tied into this, with, for 

example, a language requirement being introduced for the reunification of non-EU, non-English 

speaking spouses in 2011.  The spirit of these developments can be seen the words of Home 

Secretary Theresa May (2015): 

 

Go e e t alone cannot defeat extremism so we need to do everything we can to 

build up the capacity of civil society to identify, confront and defeat extremism wherever 

we find it.  We want to go further than ever before helping people from isolated 
communities to play a full and fruitful role in British life.  We plan a step change in the 

way we help people learn English.  There will be new incentives and penalties, a sharp 

reduction in translation services and a significant increase in the funding available for 

English  The esa Ma , Ho e “e eta , / /  A stronger Britain, Built on Values; at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/a-stronger-britain-built-on-our-values; cited 

by Khan 2015). 

 

Recourse to an interpreter is discouraged here, and arguments like these target other multilingual 

spaces as well, as evidenced in David Camero s proposal that as we develop our Counter-
Extre is  “t ateg … we will also bring forward further measures to guard against the radicalisation 

of children in some so-called supplementary schools or tuition e t es  (Cameron 2015).  Consistent 

with this, there has been a drop in funding for a number of modern and heritage language courses 

(Steer 2014). 

 Of course policy initiatives of this kind require the involvement of professionals from a range of 

sectors – immigration, education, city councils etc – and as we saw in the discussion of Foucault in 

1.2, coordination of the ensemble of people, practices, knowledges and mechanisms that constitute 

the state is often precarious.  Some of the texture of the implementation of these policies is 

aptu ed i  Kha  a d Bla kledge s  a ou t of itize ship e e onies in Birmingham.  On the 

one hand, officials watch the mouths of participants to ensure that they utter the affirmation/oath 
to become British.  At the same, this gravity can be softened by the conduct of the officers in charge, 

as oted i  Kha s field note: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/a-stronger-britain-built-on-our-values
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All the itize s a e sta di g togethe ; the  the  ake the pledge.  As the  go th ough the 
pledge, some are proud and speak clearly and loudly.  Some people are a little more reserved 

and some look plain shy and embarrassed.  B [the officiating dig ita ] akes a joke: e a t 
speak your language, so we need you to say it in English.  Even if understanding English is 
difficult – do ou  est.   He the  akes the itize s a a e that a othe  hu dle e ai s.   He 
e e  sa s: I k o  ou ha e ju ped th ough a lot of hoops, ut the e is still a hu dle to go.    He 
the  sa s: e ll e at hi g. Do ou  est.  T  a d do ou  est.  (Khan & Blackledge 

2015:399) 

 

The complexities of implementation emerged on a much larger scale in 2014, when Home Secretary 

The esa Ma  told the edu atio  se to  to put its house i  o de  a d the English language tests for 

immigration run by Educational Testing Service (ETS) were suspended, following allegations of wide-

sp ead a use fake sitte s , a d passes gua a teed for £500; Times Higher Education 10/2/14; Daily 

Mail 2014).9  And when political calls for English language proficiency as a prerequisite for citizenship 

coincide with extensive cuts to ESOL and adult education budgets (Times Education Supplement 

2015), the counter-extremist emphasis on English for citizenship looks incoherent to the point of 

self-defeating. 

 In fact, for the British intelligence and security services, a dramatic fall in the number of students 

graduating with foreign language degrees gives the multilingualism of the UK s eth i  i o it  
population considerable strategic significance.  So in a 2013 response to potential cuts in heritage 

language qualifications, GCHQ (Government Communications Headquarters) stated: 

 

We are concerned that there may be a move away from offering qualifications spoken by 
[minority ethnic] native speakers, as these qualifications not only allow speakers to develop their 

reading and writing skills and to learn about grammatical structure of their language, but also 

demonstrate the value of having formally recognised native language skills.  We would also 

support any initiative to increase the number of languages qualifications which cover native 

speaker or heritage languages  (British Academy 2013: 30). 

 

In its recruitment efforts, GCHQ has undertaken outreach work in schools, and in a similar vein, the 

British Army has made a concerted effort to recruit more Muslims, not just because of its diversity 

targets but also for their linguistic skills (Afzal 2015).  The difficulty is, of course, that just at the time 

when intelligence and the military want their linguistic abilities more than ever, Muslims are being 
po t a ed as a suspe t o u it , su je ted to high le els of su eilla e, s uti  a d dist ust 

(Khan 2015).   

 So as an element in securitization, language policy is no more coherent or unified than other 

aspects of this process.  Even so, security concerns are far more prominent in the discourse and 

enactment of domestic language policy than they were at the end of the 20th century.  Their impact 

on the everyday life of people with Muslim, diasporic and/or multilingual backgrounds is likely to 

grow, and as is their significance within socio- and applied linguistic research on language and 

institutions. 

 

 
5. Conclusion 
 

This paper has only scratched the surface of the literature on security and securitisation (Section 1), 

and much more could be said of the processes glimpsed in our case-studies (3 & 4).  But we hope 

this is sufficient to show that a security perspective opens up a range of new concerns for 

sociolinguistics, and we have also pointed to a few of these in Section 2.   

                                                           
9
 The test centres for the Life in the UK test are now more highly regulated, with fewer places to take the test (only 

approved Trinity centres) (NIACE 2015).  Indeed, as of No e e  , o l  “e u e E glish La guage Test  e t es ill be 

considered legitimate places to be tested.  In theory, this may even mean taking the test in another city.  
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In light of this, it ight e te pti g to speak of a e  so ioli guisti s of se u it .  But this 
would be a mistake for at least two reasons.  First, it would risk separating security-focused 

so ioli guisti s off f o  o di a  so ioli guisti s, he  e e i  fa t e t all  i te ested ith the 
often tense relationship between the ordinary and the exceptionalised, as our case-studies make 

clear.  Second, by imaging a viewing lens (sociolinguistics) apart from and above its object of 
i spe tio  se u it , the ph ase so ioli guisti s of se u it  suggests a t a s e de t a tage poi t 
separate from securitisation p o esses.  This ould e i o siste t oth ith Fou ault s a ou t of 
the intimate relationship between power and disciplinary knowledge, and with the fact that 

li guisti s is ofte  a sig ifi a t pa t of the se u it  appa atus. “o ioli guisti s and securit  allo s 
more room for reflexivity about this relationship, a reflexivity that is of cardinal significance for 

future work.   

 

-------------------------- 
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